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Abstract
Adult hippocampal neurogenesis has been implicated in a number of disorders where reward processing is disrupted but
whether new neurons regulate specific aspects of reward-related decision making remains unclear. Given the role of the
hippocampus in future-oriented cognition, here we tested whether adult neurogenesis regulates preference for future,
advantageous rewards in a delay discounting paradigm for rats. Indeed, blocking neurogenesis caused a profound aversion
for delayed rewards, and biased choice behavior toward immediately available, but smaller, rewards. Consistent with a role
for the ventral hippocampus in impulsive decision making and future-thinking, neurogenesis-deficient animals displayed
reduced activity in the ventral hippocampus. In intact animals, delay-based decision making restructured dendrites and
spines in adult-born neurons and specifically activated adult-born neurons in the ventral dentate gyrus, relative to dorsal
activation in rats that chose between immediately-available rewards. Putative developmentally-born cells, located in the
superficial granule cell layer, did not display task-specific activity. These findings identify a novel and specific role for
neurogenesis in decisions about future rewards, thereby implicating newborn neurons in disorders where short-sighted gains
are preferred at the expense of long-term health.

Introduction

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis is implicated in a wide
range of psychiatric disorders that are not traditionally
viewed as disorders of memory, raising questions about
their role in other aspects of cognition and mental health [1].
This question has been difficult to address from a disease
perspective, given the complexity of psychiatric disorders
that cannot be perfectly modeled in animals. One fruitful
approach may be to investigate whether adult-born neurons
are involved in specific behavioral processes that are dis-
rupted in human disorders [2]. Given that human psychiatric
disorders are often overlapping, this approach may also help
identify how neurogenesis contributes to such a diverse
range of disorders.

Reward-related behaviors are commonly disrupted in
neuropsychiatric disorders but, to date, few studies have
investigated a possible role for neurogenesis. Blocking
neurogenesis promotes drug-seeking behavior in animal
models of cocaine [3, 4] and methamphetamine [5] addic-
tion. However, neurogenesis is often dispensable for beha-
viors related to natural rewards. In the standard version of
the sucrose preference test, where water and sucrose are
freely available in fixed locations, neurogenesis minimally
contributes to reward consumption, if at all [6–11]. In
operant paradigms, neurogenesis-deficient animals also
often show normal reward learning and reward sensitivity
[3, 5, 12]. However, patient populations may be able to
experience rewards normally, but exhibit deficits in moti-
vation and decision-making that impair their ability to
obtain them [13]. Indeed, disrupting neurogenesis does
reduce sucrose preference when the location of water and
sucrose unexpectedly switch locations [6, 8], suggesting
new neurons may regulate cognitive aspects of reward
seeking. Recent work also indicates that neurogenesis
increases motivation to obtain natural rewards [12] and
facilitates learning about uncertain rewards [14]. Whether
neurogenesis contributes to other aspects of reward beha-
vior, particularly those related to cost-benefit decision
making, remains unclear.
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Delay discounting is one aspect of reward processing that
features prominently in a number of psychiatric disorders
[15, 16]. Here, subjects place less value on future rewards,
which shifts choice away from larger/preferred, but delayed,
outcomes. While reward-based decision making is typically
considered the domain of frontal and striatal regions
[17, 18], the hippocampus is particularly well suited for
guiding choices related to future experiences: hippocampal
activity patterns reflect future-oriented behaviors in both
rodents [19–22] and humans [23, 24], amnesics have an
impoverished imagination of scenes [25] and possible future
events [26], and hippocampal damage biases humans
[27, 28] and animals [29–31] toward immediately-available
rewards, at the expense of larger, delayed, rewards. We
therefore hypothesized that adult neurogenesis may be
specifically involved in decisions about future rewards. To
examine this, we tested neurogenesis-deficient rats in a
nonspatial delay discounting task and measured activity and
plasticity in newborn hippocampal neurons as rats chose
between small, immediately-available rewards and larger,
delayed rewards. Consistent with our hypothesis, blocking
neurogenesis caused a profound aversion for delayed
rewards and delay-based decision making specifically acti-
vated and induced plasticity in newborn neurons.

Methods

Animals

All procedures were approved by the Animal Care Committee
at the University of British Columbia (UBC) and conducted
in accordance with the Canadian Council on Animal Care
guidelines regarding humane and ethical treatment of animals.
Sample sizes were based on experience from previous work
where moderate effects were detected (n= 10–16/group for
behavioral experiments, n= 8/group for immediate-early
gene cell counts). For all experiments, animals were ran-
domly assigned to treatments and behavioral conditions, and
the experimenter was blinded to the treatment conditions
during testing, data acquisition and data analysis. Experi-
mental male Long-Evans rats were generated from breeders
ordered from Charles River, Canada. Transgenic male rats
expressing HSV-TK (TK; also on a Long-Evans background)
under the human GFAP promoter were generated by breeding
transgenic female rats with nontransgenic male rats that were
ordered from Charles River, Canada. All breeding and most
testing occurred in the Department of Psychology animal
facility with a 12-hour light/dark schedule and lights on at
9:00 am. The exception is the data presented in Fig. 6, which
was obtained using male Long-Evans rats that were ordered
from Charles River, Canada, and tested in the UBC Center for
Disease Modeling animal facility.

Experiments were performed during the light phase of the
light/dark cycle. Breeding occurred in large polyurethane
cages (47 × 37 × 21 cm) for TK rats, and in Opti-rat cages for
the Long-Evans rats that were tested in the irradiation and
running experiment. Cages contained a plastic tube, aspen
chip bedding and ad libitum rat chow and water. Breeders
(both male and female) remained with the litters until P21,
when offspring were weaned to 2 per cage in smaller poly-
urethane bins (48 × 27 × 20 cm) and transgenic rats were
genotyped afterwards.

TK rat model

In transgenic GFAP-TK rats neurogenesis was suppressed
by manually giving 4 mg valganciclovir to each rat in a
single 0.5 g pellet of 50% chow and 50% peanut butter
twice per week for 6 weeks starting at 6 weeks of age, as
we have done before [7, 32, 33]. 12-week-old male TK
and WT littermates were used for behavioral testing,
lasting ∼5 weeks, at which point rats were perfused for
histology. Animals were single housed and food restricted
at 11 weeks of age, over the course of one week, to 90%
of their initial weight at the start of each experiment.
Animals were handled prior to operant training for a
minimum of 5 min for 5 days by the experimenters. Our
first experiment, where WT and TK rats were given val-
ganciclovir and tested on the delay discounting task
(Fig. 1E), was comprised of a total of 14 WT rats and 16
TK rats. This reflected 2 different batches of animals that
were tested at separated times. One batch was subjected to
acute restraint stress prior to the final day of behavioral
testing (7 WT rats, 11 TK rats; Fig. 1F) and the other
batch was used to assess task-related immediate-early
gene expression on the final day of behavioral testing (7
WT rats, 5 TK rats; Fig. 3).

Irradiation

We used irradiation as an alternative model to deplete neu-
rogenesis [34]. Six-week-old male Long-Evans rats were
irradiated (IR) on 2 consecutive days with 5 Gray per day,
resulting in a total dose of 10 Gray (n= 10). Rats were
anesthetized with 50 mg/kg and 60mg/kg sodium pento-
barbital on the first and second day, respectively. We used a
RadSource RS 2000 irradiator from RadSources Technolo-
gies, Inc., Suwanee, USA. Up to 4 animals’ hippocampi
were simultaneously irradiated while their bodies were
shielded with 3 mm lead except a window above the hip-
pocampus. Sham irradiated (n= 10) rats received anesthesia
only. Side effects that were caused by irradiation: Gray hair
appeared from 2 weeks after IR. Some animals developed a
scab at the irradiation site. All 10 animals had to get their
teeth trimmed, 2 animals received 1 mg/kg Anafen, three
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times. All animals received a single dose of 200mg/kg 5-
bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) to label dividing neural
progenitor cells in order to determine effectiveness of IR at
9 weeks of age, 3 weeks after IR. Histology for BrdU and
Dcx was performed at the end of the experiment.

Retrovirus production

The retroviral vector used in this study was derived from
a Moloney Murine Leukemia-Virus (MMLV), in which

eGFP expression is driven by a Ubiquitin (Ubi) promoter.
Retroviral Ubi-eGFP (MMLV-eGFP; kindly provided by
Dr. Shaoyu Ge) and VSV-G (kindly provided by Dr. Ana
Martin-Villalba) plasmids were transfected in HEK293-
GP cells (kindly provided by Dr. Diane Lagace) using
PEI. Retrovirus was harvested 2 and 3 days after trans-
fection, followed by ultracentrifugation (2 h at 27,000
rpm). Retroviruses were produced as described previously
[35]. Viral titers ranged from 1 to 8 × 106 colony forming
units/ml.

Fig. 1 Neurogenesis promotes preference for delayed rewards.
A Experimental timeline for testing delay discounting behavior in
valganciclovir- and vehicle-treated WT and TK rats. WT and TK lit-
termates were treated with valganciclovir to block neurogenesis and
were then trained in the DD task. On the final day, one cohort of
animals were subjected to acute stress prior to DD testing. The other
cohort was tested on the DD task and brains were collected to assess
task-related IEG activation (see Fig. 3, Supplementary Fig. 4).
B Immunostaining for the immature neuron marker Dcx in the dorsal
and ventral hippocampus of WT and TK rats. Scale bars, 200 µm.
C Neurogenesis was reduced in the dorsal and in the ventral DG in
valganciclovir-treated TK rats (dorsal, T10= 6.7, P < 0.0001; ventral,
T10= 6.3, P < 0.0001, n= 5–7/group). D Overview of the DD operant
task. E TK rats, which lacked adult neurogenesis, preferred the high

reward less when a delay was imposed (RM ANOVA: effect of gen-
otype, F1,28= 9.8, P= 0.0040; effect of delay, F3,84= 99, P < 0.0001;
interaction, F3,84= 7.4, P= 0.0002; post-hoc Holm Sidak tests: WT
vs. TK at 15 s, P= 0.004; WT vs. TK at 30 s, P= 0.0002; WT vs. TK
at 45 s, P= 0.04; n= 14–16/group). F Restraint stress did not alter
WT or TK behavior in the DD task compared to the previous,
unstressed, day of testing (treatment x time RM ANOVA: WT effect
of stress F1,6= 0.13, P= 0.73; TK effect of stress F1,10= 0.1, P=
0.8). G Delayed reward preferences were not different between
vehicle-treated WT and TK rats (genotype x time RM ANOVA: effect
of genotype, F1,14= 0.036, P= 0.85; effect of time, F3,42= 40, P <
0.0001; interaction, F3,42= 0.2, P= 0.9). Graphs display mean ±
standard error. LR, low reward; HR, high reward; s, seconds; w,
weeks. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.
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Stereotaxic surgery and behavioral testing

Rats were bred in house and were handled for 5 days the
week before surgery for 3 min per day. At 6 (n= 13) or 10
(n= 5) weeks of age rats were anesthetized using isoflurane
and oxygen and injected bilaterally in the dorsal (ante-
roposterior=−4.0 mm; mediolateral= ±3.0 mm; dorsoven-
tral=−3.5 mm from skull) and ventral (anteroposterior=
−6.0 mm; mediolateral= ±4.7 mm; dorsoventral=−6.5
mm from skull) hippocampus using standard stereotaxic
techniques. Bregma was measured at the top of the skull.
In total, 1 µl of virus suspension was injected at each site at
200 nl/min. Local injection of Bupivacaine (8mg/kg) was
used as analgesic prior to surgery. Anafen (5mg/kg) was
given once a day for 3 days starting just before the surgery.
Animals had at least 5 days to recover after the surgery
before being food deprived for behavioral testing. Rats were
food deprived at 11 weeks of age and operant training started
at 12 weeks of age. Training on the No Delay (ND) and
Delay Discounting (DD) tasks was performed for 4 weeks
after ∼10 days of initial operant training. Brain tissue was
collected 35min after animals finished operant testing on the
last day of training.

Activation of BrdU+ adult-born neurons

A single batch of 5- and 9-week-old male rats were ordered
from Charles River. At 6 and 10 weeks, respectively, rats
were injected with 200 mg/kg BrdU daily for 5 consecutive
days to label newly generated neurons. These rats were then
trained in operant chambers and run on the No Delay (ND)
and Delay Discounting (DD) tasks starting at 12-weeks of
age (tasks described below). Neurons that were labeled with
BrdU at 6 weeks of rat age were 7 weeks old when animals
started the ND/DD tasks, and 11 weeks old when brains
were collected for histological analyses; we refer to these
neurons as “mature neurons”. Neurons that were labeled
with BrdU at 10 weeks of rat age were 3 weeks old when
animals started the ND/DD tasks, and 7 weeks old when
brains were collected for histological analyses; we refer to
these neurons as “immature neurons”. Animals were sacri-
ficed 35 min after ending the ND/DD tasks on the last day
of the experiment (90 min after the start of the experiment)
and were then immunostained for immediate-early gene
markers of neuronal activity (Zif268, Fos, Arc). One rat
from the “immature” DD group was excluded due to tumor-
like growth in the dorsal dentate gyrus. One rat from the
“mature” ND group had poor BrdU/Zif268 immunostaining
and was not analyzed. Thus, the total number of animals/
group for this experiment was: No Delay mature neurons
(n= 8), No Delay immature neurons (n= 8, except n= 7
for Zif268), Delay Discounting immature neurons (n= 7),
Delay Discounting mature neurons (n= 8).

Behavior

All animal testing was conducted in 24 operant chambers
(30.5 cm × 24 cm × 21 cm; Med Associates, St Albans, VT,
USA) enclosed in sound-attenuating boxes as described
before [14]. Each box was equipped with a fan to provide
ventilation and mask external noise. The chambers were
equipped with two retractable levers on either site of a
central food receptacle where food reinforcement (45 mg
sugar pellet; Bioserv, Frenchtown, NJ, USA) was delivered
by a pellet dispenser. The chambers were illuminated by a
100 mA house light located on the top center of the wall
opposite the levers. Four infrared photocell sensors were
positioned on the walls adjacent to the levers. Locomotor
activity was indexed by the number of photo beam breaks
that occurred during a session. The food receptacle con-
tained an infrared head entry detector to determine the
number of nosepokes. All experimental data were recorded
by personal computers connected to chambers through an
interface.

Pretraining

On the day before their first exposure to the operant
chambers, each animal received ∼25 reward pellets in their
home cage. On the first day of training, rats were in the
operant chamber for 30 min and 1 reward pellet was
delivered into the food receptacle every 30 s. On the second
day of training, the food receptacle contained 2-3 reward
pellets and crushed pellets were placed on the extended
lever before each rat was placed in the chamber. First, rats
were trained to press one of the levers to receive a reward
on a fixed-ratio 1 (FR1) schedule to a criterion of 60 presses
in 30 min. Levers were counterbalanced left/right between
subjects. When the criterion was met, FR1 training was
conducted on the other lever to ensure that both levers were
experienced.

Rats were then run on 90-trial sessions that started with
the levers retracted. Every 30 s, a new trial was initiated by
the extension of one of the two levers into the chamber. If
the rat failed to respond to the lever within 10 s, the lever
was retracted, the house light was extinguished and the trial
was scored as an omission. A response within 10 s of lever
insertion resulted in delivery of a single pellet. In every pair
of trials, the left or right lever was presented once, and the
order within the pair of trials was random. Rats were trained
for 3–5 days on this task to a criterion of 80 or more suc-
cessful trials (i.e., ≤10 omissions).

No delay (ND) task

The ND task is identical to the DD task that the animals
were ultimately trained on, except that the low (1 pellet) and
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the high rewards (4 pellets) were both delivered immedi-
ately after 1 lever press. Animals were trained on the ND
task for 2 consecutive days before the DD task. The high
reward was counterbalanced between the left and right
levers across animals. Each day, animals received one
training session with 4 blocks of 12 trials. Each block
consisted of 2 forced choice trials (only one lever extends)
and 10 free choice trials (both levers extend). Every 70 s the
house light came on and one or both levers extended. If the
rat did not press a lever during the next 10 s, the levers
retracted and the trial was counted as an omission. Animals
merely had to choose between a low and a high reward and
thus quickly learned to prefer the high reward over the low
reward. Thus, animals in the TK and IR experiments, that
ultimately went on to perform the DD task, had only 2 days
of ND testing and analyses focussed on the 2nd day of this
task. ND animals in the BrdU-IEG and retrovirus experi-
ments continued to be trained on this task for 28 days.

Delay discounting (DD) task

After 2 days of the ND task, animals received daily training
sessions on the DD task. Like in the ND task, one session
consisted of 48 trials, divided into 4 blocks. The lever (left
or right, counterbalanced across animals) that was assigned
to the high reward (HR) in the ND task remained associated
with the HR in the DD task. One block started with 2 forced
choice trials, where only one of the reward levers was
extended (one trial for each lever, presented randomly),
followed by 10 free choice trials. The inter-trial interval
(ITI) was 70 s, regardless of lever choice, leading to a total
of 56 min per session. At the beginning of each choice trial,
the house light was illuminated and both levers extended
after 2 s. If the rat failed to respond within 10 s, similar to
the lever-press training, both levers would retract, the trial
would be scored as an omission, and houselights would go
off until the next trial began. On each choice trial, a press on
the low reward (LR) lever retracted both levers and deliv-
ered one sugar pellet immediately. Choice of the HR lever
also retracted both levers immediately, but 4 pellets were
delivered after a delay, which increased over the 4 blocks of
trials (0 s, 15 s, 30 s, 45 s). During the delay, the chamber
remained in darkness as in the ITI and was re-illuminated
during the reward delivery at the end of the delay. Pellets
were delivered 0.5 s apart. After the delivery of the reward,
the house light remained lit for another 4 s before it returned
to ITI state. Daily training sessions continued for 7 days a
week until behavioral performance was judged to be stable
when there was ≤15% variation for 3 straight days, which
occurred after 28–31 days of testing in the experiments
from this study. When quantifying IEG expression or
morphology of virally labeled neurons, animals were per-
fused and brains were collected 35 min after the final

DD session. Half of the animals from the main TK DD
experiment (behavior data presented in Fig. 1E) were used
for IEG analyses (presented in Fig. 3). The other half were
used to study the effects of acute restraint stress on DD
behavior (Fig. 1F).

Restraint stress

Acute stress was induced by restraining rats for 30 min in a
plexiglas cylindrical restrainer tube (Broome style rodent
restrainer 250 g to 500 g; 6.35 cm × 6.35 mm × 21.6 cm;
Plas Labs, Inc.) in a quiet, lit and ventilated room. After rats
were placed in the tubes, restrainer length was adjusted to
keep rats immobilized without causing pain. Upon being
released from the tube into their home cage, rats were
immediately transported to the operant chamber to start the
DD task. Corticosterone was not measured in stressed, DD-
tested rats to avoid possible confounding effects of blood
sampling. To verify that restraint induced a stress response,
a separate group of nontransgenic male Long Evans rats
was subjected to restraint (n= 5) in the same fashion and
blood was collected immediately after restraint and corti-
costerone levels were determined by radioimmunoassay.
Transport control (n= 4) rats were similarly brought out to
the testing area but were not handled or restrained prior to
blood sampling.

Immunofluorescence

Animals were anesthetized using isoflurane and transcar-
dially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS.
Brains were extracted and post-fixed for 48 h in 4% PFA.
To analyze IEG activity or assess levels of neurogenesis,
tissue was cut at 50 µm on a vibratome. To examine neu-
ronal morphology of virally labeled new-born neurons,
tissue was cut at 100 µm on a vibratome. Cut tissue was
stored in anti-freeze at −20 °C until further processing.

Free floating sections were washed three times in PBS.
When staining for BrdU, we additionally incubated sections
in 2 N HCl for 30 min at RT and washed tissue 5 times in
PBS for 3 min [36]. For Fos immunostaining, Fos immu-
nohistochemistry and amplification was conducted prior to
detection of other antigens: First, sections were incubated
with 1% hydrogen peroxide to inactivate endogenous per-
oxide activity, followed by one 5 min PBS wash at RT.
Then, sections were incubated in blocking solution (3%
horse serum and 0.5% Triton-X) and incubated with pri-
mary goat anti-cfos (Santa Cruz, sc-52, 1:200) antibody at
4 °C for 72 h. Sections were washed three times and then
incubated with the biotinylated donkey anti-goat secondary
antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs, 705-065-147,
1:250) in blocking solution for 2 h at 4 °C. After 3 washes,
sections were incubated in 5% blocking solution (Perkin
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Elmer, FP1020) for 30 min at RT. Subsequently, sections
were incubated with Streptavidin-HRP (Perkin Elmer,
NEL750001EA, 1:100) for 1 h at RT in 5% blocking
solution. After three PBS washes, sections were incubated
in NHS-Rhodamine (Fisher, PI-46406, 1:2000 in PBS
with 1:20,000 33% H2O2) for 30 min at RT. Sections
were washed three times with PBS before other stainings
followed.

For all immunohistochemistry, sections were incubated
in blocking solution (3% horse serum and 0.5% Triton-X).
The following primary antibodies were used: mouse anti-
GFP (DSHB, GFP-12E6, 1:100), rabbit anti-Zif268 (Santa
Cruz, sc189, egr-1, 1:1000), goat anti-Dcx (Santa Cruz, C-
18, 1:200), goat anti-TK (Santa Cruz, sc28038, 1:200),
mouse anti-BrdU (BD Biosciences, 347580, 1:200), and
rabbit anti-Arc (Synaptic Systems, 156003, 1:1000). Sec-
tions were incubated in primary antibodies at 4 °C for 72 h.
Sections were washed three times and then incubated with
secondary antibodies (1:400, Invitrogen) in blocking solu-
tion for 2 h at 4 °C (donkey anti-mouse Alexa488, donkey
anti-goat Alexa555, donkey anti rabbit Alexa647). Sections
were then washed three times, nuclei were stained with-
DAPI (1 mg/ml, diluted 1:1000 in PBS) for 5 min,
washed three times in PBS and then mounted on glass cover
slides and cover slipped with PVA-Dabco to preserve
fluorescence.

BrdU and Dcx cell counting

Images of the dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus were taken
using a water-immersion 25x objective (N.A. 0.95) on a
Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Images were 1024 × 1024
pixels in size, taken at 1x zoom, a speed of 200 Hz, with a z-
height of 1 µm. Analysis of Dcx and BrdU positive cells in
the GCL layer of the dorsal and ventral hippocampal DG
were performed manually using ImageJ [37] and the Cell
Counter Plugin. Cell densities were calculated by dividing
the number of positive cells in the GCL of the DG by the
GCL volume. Dorsal images were taken at −3.5 mm ± 0.6
mm Bregma and ventral images were taken at −6.0 mm ±
0.4 mm Bregma.

Dendrite analyses

Images of dendritic trees in the dorsal and ventral dentate
gyrus were taken using a water-immersion 25x objective
(N.A. 0.95) on a Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Images
were 1024 × 1024 pixels in size, taken at 1x zoom, a speed
of 200 Hz, with a z-height of 1 µm. Simple Neurite Tracer
[38] was used to trace dendritic trees of newborn granule
cells to collect data for Sholl analysis, branching and total
dendritic length. Sholl analyses were restricted to 0–300 µm
since dendrites did not reliably extend beyond this range.

Branch points were manually counted from the traces by the
experimenter. Five neurons from the suprapyramidal blade
were recorded per GFP positive animal in the dorsal and
ventral hippocampus. Neurons with more than 3 primary
and secondary dendrites cut due to tissue processing were
excluded from the analysis [39].

Spine analyses

Images of spines were taken using a glycerol-immersion
63x objective (N.A. 1.3) on a Leica SP8 confocal micro-
scope. Images were 1024 × 1024 pixels in size, taken at 5x
zoom, a speed of 100 Hz, with line averaging (2x) and a z-
height of 1 µm. Five dendrite segments of ~40 µm length,
from different neurons in the suprapyramidal blade, were
recorded per GFP positive animal in the dorsal and ventral
hippocampus. Dendrite length was measured using Simple
Neurite Tracer. Spines were counted manually by a human
experimenter blind to the experimental conditions using the
Cell Counter plugin in ImageJ. Mushroom spines were
measured with ImageJ and defined as having a diameter
≥0.6 µm.

Analyses of neuronal activity with immediate-early
genes (IEG)

Images of the hippocampal DG suprapyramidal blade and
CA3a,b,c subregions were taken using a water-immersion
25x objective (N.A. 0.95) on a Leica SP8 confocal micro-
scope. Images were 1024 × 1024 pixels in size, taken at 1x
zoom, a speed of 200 Hz, with a z-height of 1 µm. Cells
expressing Zif268, Fos and Arc were counted with the
ImageJ Cell Counter plugin. In the DG, due to the graded
nature of Zif268 expression and large number of weakly-
positive cells, only strongly positive cells were counted (4x
brighter than background staining in the molecular layer). In
CA3, where Zif268 expression was generally weaker, cells
expressing at 2x background levels were counted as posi-
tive. Due to the high number of Zif268-positive cells in
CA3, analyses were limited to 2 Z-planes within a stack (≥7
µm apart) and, thus, positive cells are expressed per area
rather than per 3D volume. Fos and Arc positive cells were
very distinct, less frequent than Zif268-positive cells and
were therefore counted manually (i.e., without measuring
intensities) throughout the full slice thickness. Consistent
with previous reports [40], somatic Arc immunostaining
was not sufficiently bright in CA3 and therefore Arc was
not quantified in this region. Cell densities in the DG and
CA3 were calculated dividing the number of positive cells
by the respective volume of the cell body layer. In dorsal
sections, CA3a was defined as the curved portion of CA3
that bordered CA2/CA1, CA3c was defined as the portion
of CA3 that was enclosed by the blades of the DG, and
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CA3b was the relatively linear portion in between CA3a
and CA3c.

To assess IEG expression in immature and mature BrdU-
labeled granule neurons, images of the suprapyramidal
blade of the dorsal and ventral dentate gyrus were taken
using a water-immersion 25x objective (N.A. 0.95) on a
Leica SP8 confocal microscope. Images were 1024 × 1024
pixels in size, taken at 1x zoom, a speed of 400 Hz, with a z-
height of 1.5 µm. Approximately 100 BrdU-positive cells
were analyzed in each area (dorsal and ventral) for each
animal. BrdU cells that were strongly positive for Zif268
were counted (4x brighter Zif staining in BrdU cells than
background staining in the molecular layer). BrdU cells
positive for Fos and Arc were very distinct and counted
manually without measuring intensities. To estimate activity
rates in putative developmentally-born neurons, we ana-
lyzed IEG expression in DAPI+ cells that were located in
the superficial half of the granule cell layer, since birth-
dating studies have found that these cells are over-
whelmingly generated during the fetal and perinatal periods
[41, 42]. IEG activity in this population was measured in the
same tissue used for BrdU-IEG analyses. We analyzed 8
rats from each of the DD and ND groups, half of which
were injected with BrdU for the immature neuron analyses
and the other half for the mature neuron analyses. At least
100 DAPI+ cells were analyzed for Zif268 and at least 200
DAPI+ cells were analyzed for Fos and Arc (per dorsal and
ventral subregion). Activity rates are expressed as the per-
centage BrdU+ or DAPI+ cells that were also positive
for IEGs.

Statistical analyses

Unpaired, two-sided t tests and one- or two-way ANOVAs
were used to analyze effects of genotypes and treatments on
neurogenesis, IEG expression, neuronal morphology and
behavior, as indicated. When we observed significant inter-
actions, we used Holm Sidak post hoc tests to compare
groups. In cases where data were not normally distributed,
data were analyzed by non-parametric Mann–Whitney test,
or Kruskal Wallis test followed by post hoc Dunn’s test. In
the majority of experiments there was equal variance
between groups that were compared. The only exceptions
were cases where different variances reflected intended
experimental manipulations and expected group differences:
those that compared newborn neurons in intact animals to
animals that lacked neurogenesis (TK, IR), and cases where
immediate-early gene-expressing cells were observed in one
group/region but were (nearly) absent in another. In all cases,
statistical significance was set at P= 0.05. Statistical ana-
lyses can be found in the main text for data that are not
presented in the figures. For data that are presented in the
figures, statistical analyses can be found in the figure legends.

Results

Blocking neurogenesis reduces preference for
delayed rewards

Delayed rewards typically have less subjective value than
immediately-available rewards, a phenomenon known as
delay discounting (DD) [15]. To determine whether adult
neurogenesis promotes the choice of future rewards, we
used the transgenic GFAP-TK rat model to deplete neu-
rogenesis [7] and a DD decision-making task that has been
optimized for rats [43] (timeline in Fig. 1A). As measured
by the immature neuronal marker, DCX, neurogenesis was
reduced in valganciclovir-treated TK rats by 94% in the
dorsal DG and 77% in the ventral DG, compared to
valganciclovir-treated wild type (WT) littermates (Fig. 1B,
C; hereafter, “WT” and “TK” refers to valganciclovir-
treated animals, and “WT veh” and “TK veh” refers to
vehicle-treated animals in control experiments). Blockade
of neurogenesis reduced the overall volume of the dentate
granule cell layer (Supplementary Fig. 1A), consistent
with previous reports of a smaller DG in TK rats [10]. DG
atrophy also mirrors the smaller DG/hippocampal volume
that is observed in a number of psychiatric disorders
that are characterized by increased delay discounting
including depression [44, 45] schizophrenia [44] and
aging/Alzheimer’s disease [45, 46]. Neurogenesis was not
noticeably reduced in the subventricular zone, likely due to
faster recovery in this neurogenic region during the
valganciclovir-free period of operant testing (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1B-C).

Intact WT and neurogenesis-deficient TK rats were then
tested on the DD paradigm, where they were given a choice
between a small reward (1 sugar pellet) that was delivered
immediately and a high reward (4 pellets) that was delivered
after a delay (Fig. 1D). Male rats received 1 session per day
for 4 weeks, where each session consisted of 4 blocks of 10
trials. Over the 4 blocks the delay to receive the high reward
increased from 0 s to 15 s, 30 s and 45 s. During pretraining,
when rewards were presented without a delay (No Delay
task, ND), both WT and TK rats showed a clear preference
(>85%) for the high reward (Supplementary Fig. 2B). In the
DD task, choice of the high reward decreased with longer
delay periods, as expected (Fig. 1E). However, with
increasing delays, neurogenesis-deficient TK rats chose the
high reward significantly less than WT rats. The delay
discounting phenotype in TK rats was not due to reduced
motivation to perform the task, since trial omissions and
choice latencies were comparable to intact WT rats. TK rats
also displayed normal levels of locomotion and nosepoke
behavior suggesting that task performance was not con-
founded by non-specific motor deficits (Supplementary
Fig. 2C–G).
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Adult neurogenesis regulates the behavioral responses to
stress [6, 47, 48] but it is not known if decision-making is
impacted by stress in a neurogenesis-dependent fashion. We
therefore subjected ∼half of the WT and TK rats to 30min
restraint stress prior to the final session of DD testing. In a
separate group of non-transgenic rats that were not tested on
the DD task, restraint caused a ∼6x elevation in corticoster-
one, thereby validating the stressor (Supplementary Fig. 2H).
However, in both WT and TK rats, behavioral performance
was similar to unstressed conditions from the previous day
(Fig. 1F). These data are consistent with evidence that DD
behavior is not impacted by acute stress [49] and they indicate
that neurogenesis depletion does not amplify any latent effects
of stress on delayed reward preferences.

To confirm the specificity of the TK model we performed
two additional control experiments. First, we tested vehicle-
treated WT and TK rats that did not receive valganciclovir,
and therefore had intact neurogenesis. Here, both genotypes
displayed equivalent rates of discounting (Fig. 1G) and
were comparable in all other behavioral measures (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2M–R), indicating that the delay dis-
counting behavior in TK rats is due to loss of neurogenesis
and not off-target effects of the transgenic line. Second, we
subjected non-transgenic rats to irradiation to determine
whether we could replicate the DD phenotype with an
independent method for inhibiting neurogenesis (Fig. 2).
Compared to sham-irradiated controls, irradiated rats had a
complete loss of neurogenesis and they displayed greater

Fig. 2 Effects of irradiation and running on neurogenesis and
delay discounting. A Experimental timeline for testing DD behavior
in irradiated (neurogenesis-deficient; IR) and sham-irradiated rats.
B Images of BrdU-labeled neurons (red) and Dcx+ immature neurons
(green) in sham and IR animals. Scale bar, 50 µm. C Irradiation
greatly-reduced the number of BrdU+ cells (Mann–Whitney test, P=
0.0007; n= 10/group). D Ongoing neurogenesis, during the last few
weeks of the experiment, was assessed by counting immature Dcx+

cells. Dcx+ cells remained low in IR rats compared to sham rats

(Mann–Whitney test, P < 0.0001; n= 10/group). E Irradiation reduced
preference for the high reward in the DD task (group x delay RM
ANOVA: effect of group, F1,18= 2.3, P= 0.14; effect of delay:
F3,54= 126, P < 0.0001; interaction: F3,54= 4.2, P= 0.009; post-hoc
Holm Sidak tests: sham vs. IR at 15 s, P= 0.022; sham vs. IR at 30 s,
P= 0.015; n= 10/group). Behavior graphs display the mean ± stan-
dard error for the last 3 test days. LR, low reward; HR, high reward; s,
seconds; w, weeks. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001.
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DD behavior. Irradiated rats were otherwise similar to cage
controls except they were slower to make a choice in the
DD task (Supplementary Fig. 3), which is likely not due to
reduced neurogenesis since we did not observe this beha-
vior in TK rats.

Neurogenesis promotes activity in the ventral
hippocampus during delayed reward choice

To determine whether blocking neurogenesis leads to
abnormal patterns of activity that may underlie the reduced
preference for delayed rewards, we quantified activity-
dependent immediate-early gene (IEG) expression in a
cohort of WT and TK rats after they completed the final
session of DD testing (the cohort that did not undergo
restraint stress on the final day of testing). A separate group
of untested, non-transgenic cage controls was included to
assess baseline levels of IEG expression. We examined both
the dorsal and ventral subregions of the DG, since the
ventral hippocampus has been specifically implicated in
delayed reward choice [31]. Both WT and TK rats had
increased Zif268 expression in the dorsal DG after per-
forming the DD task compared to controls (Fig. 3A,B). In
contrast, whereas there was a robust increase in Zif268
expression in the ventral DG of WT rats, activation was
severely blunted in TK rats. Neurogenesis-dependent dif-
ferences in neuronal recruitment extended to downstream
region CA3, where TK rats had significantly fewer activated
neurons in ventral CA3 than WT rats (Fig. 3C). Activity in
dorsal CA3 was not globally affected by reduced neuro-
genesis but, when analyzed by subregion, CA3c showed
less activity in TK rats (Fig. 3D). To examine the generality
of these results we also examined expression of the IEGs
Fos and Arc. Whereas Zif268 tended to show similar (DG)
or greater (CA3) DD-induced expression in the ventral
hippocampus, these IEGs showed greater (DG Fos, CA3
Fos) or exclusive (DG Arc) experience-dependent expres-
sion in the dorsal hippocampus, indicating they are less
effective at detecting DD-related changes in ventral hippo-
campal activity (Supplementary Fig. 4). Fos and Arc also
did not differ between WT and TK rats. These results col-
lectively indicate that neurogenesis promotes activity in the
ventral hippocampus during delay-based decision-making
and that DD-specific activity is best captured by the IEG
Zif268.

Delay-based decision-making induces
morphological plasticity in adult-born neurons

Structural changes in neuronal morphology are believed to
underlie memory and adaptive behavioral changes [50].
We therefore hypothesized that delay-based decision-
making would induce plastic changes in adult-born neurons.

To test this, we labeled adult-born neurons with an eGFP-
expressing retrovirus and examined neuronal morphology
after rats performed the standard DD task or the No Delay
(ND) control task that was identical except that rats did not
have to wait to receive the high reward (Fig. 4). Since adult-
born neurons can undergo experience-dependent morpho-
logical plasticity depending on their stage of maturation
[51, 52] we examined 2 different-aged populations of
neurons. Rats received retrovirus injections at 7 weeks prior
to training to label the oldest, most mature, cohort of neu-
rons (“mature”) that were depleted in the TK experiment
(Fig. 1), and 3 weeks prior to DD training to label neurons
that would be young and highly-plastic at the time of
training onset (“immature”). As expected, rats run in the ND
task nearly exclusively preferred the high reward in all
blocks, whereas rats run in the DD task preferred the high
reward less across blocks, i.e., with increasing delay times
(group x block RM ANOVA: effect of group, F3,25= 47,
P < 0.0001; effect of block, F3,75= 52, P < 0.0001; inter-
action, F9,75= 18, P < 0.0001; n= 6–8/group). Time of
surgery did not affect behavior (post hoc Holm-Sidak tests:
overall and within-block differences between ND groups all
P > 0.9 and between DD groups all P > 0.08).

Consistent with a role in promoting choice of delayed
rewards, dendritic complexity of mature adult-born neu-
rons was selectively increased by DD training, as mea-
sured by Sholl analyses, in both the dorsal and ventral DG
(Fig. 4G,H). Mature neurons in DD-trained rats also had
more branch points and greater total dendritic length than
neurons in the ND-trained control group, indicating that
learning about delayed rewards specifically recruits and
promotes the growth of adult-born neurons (Fig. 4I,J).
DD-induced dendritic plasticity was specific to mature
neurons, since no effects were observed in immature
adult-born neurons (Fig. 4C–F).

To determine whether DD training altered putative
synaptic integration of adult-born neurons, we quantified
dendritic spines in the molecular layer, where the perforant
path terminates onto newborn DG neurons (Fig. 5). We did
not observe any effects of DD training on total spine
density in immature neurons (Fig. 5B). However, DD
training redistributed immature neuron mushroom spines
along the dorsoventral axis (Fig. 5C). Whereas neurons in
ND-trained rats had similar numbers of mushroom spines
in the dorsal and ventral DG, neurons in DD-trained rats
had more mushroom spines in the ventral DG than in the
dorsal DG. That mushroom spines were reduced in the
dorsal DG of DD-trained rats as compared to controls
suggests that DD training may in fact reduce or delay the
integration of new neurons in this subregion. DD-induced
spine plasticity was specific to immature adult-born neu-
rons as no differences were observed in mature adult-born
neurons (Fig. 5D, E).
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Delayed reward choice behavior activates adult-
born neurons in the ventral DG

Greater mushroom spine density in the ventral DG suggests
that these neurons may be specifically recruited during
delay-based decision making. To test this, we labeled adult-
born neurons with BrdU and quantified IEG expression as
rats performed the standard DD task or the ND control task,

described above (Fig. 6). As in the retrovirus experiments,
we examined cohorts of adult-born neurons that were
immature and mature at the time of testing onset. We also
examined superficially-located DAPI+ cells to determine
activity in putative-developmentally-born DG neurons [42].
Irrespective of the task, mature adult-born neurons were
active at higher rates than both immature neurons and the
DAPI+ population, an effect that was greatest for Zif268

Fig. 3 Loss of neurogenesis decreases Zif268-related activity in the
ventral hippocampus. A Representative images of Zif268 immu-
nostaining in WT and TK rats in the dorsal and ventral hippocampus
35 min after the last day of performing the DD task. Scale bars:
200 µm. B Performing the DD task increased expression of Zif268 in
the dorsal DG in both WT and TK rats but only increased Zif268
expression in the ventral DG in neurogenesis-intact WT rats (RM
ANOVA; effect of group F2,15= 20, P < 0.0001; dorsoventral effect
F1,15= 0.1, P= 0.8; interaction effect F2,15= 5.1, P= 0.02; post-hoc
Holm-Sidak tests: dorsal HC vs. dorsal WT, P= 0.006; dorsal HC vs.
dorsal TK, P= 0.004; dorsal WT vs. dorsal TK, P= 0.6; ventral HC
vs. ventral WT, P < 0.0001; ventral HC vs. ventral TK, P= 0.13;
ventral WT vs. ventral TK, P= 0.0004; n= 5–7/group). C Performing

the DD task did not alter Zif268+ cell densities in dorsal CA3 but
increased activity in ventral CA3, specifically in neurogenesis-intact
WT rats (ANOVA group effect F2,15= 10, P= 0.0017; dorsoventral
effect F1,15= 13, P= 0.0028; interaction F2,15= 3.7, P= 0.049; group
differences within dorsal CA3 all P > 0.1, ventral HC vs. WT P <
0.0001, ventral WT vs. TK P= 0.01, HC CO vs. TK P= 0.08; n=
5–7/group). D Within dorsal CA3, DD training specifically elevated
Zif268 expression in CA3c in WT but not TK rats. (RM ANOVA:
group effect, F2,15= 5, P= 0.03; subregion effect, F2,30= 6, P=
0.007; interaction, F4,30= 3, P= 0.04). Bars indicate mean ± standard
error. DG dentate gyrus, HC non-transgenic home cage control rats.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.
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Fig. 4 Delay-based decision-making increases dendritic complexity
in new neurons. A Experimental timeline: rats were injected with
retrovirus either 7 weeks or 3 weeks before training to label cohorts of
adult-born neurons that were mature or immature at the time of
training onset, respectively. Virus-injected rats were either trained in a
no-delay version of the task (ND) or were trained in the standard delay
discounting (DD) task. B Representative traces of mature adult-born
neurons (12-week-old at the end of the experiment) in the dorsal
and ventral DG of rats run in the ND and DD tasks. Scale bar, 50 µm.
C Immature neuron morphology in the dorsal hippocampus was not
affected by learning the DD task, as measured by Sholl analyses
(RM ANOVA: effect of group, F1,15= 1.3, P= 0.3, effect of radial
distance, F40,600= 57, P < 0.0001, interaction: F40,600= 0.92, P= 0.6;
n= 4–13/group). D Immature neuron morphology in the ventral hip-
pocampus was not affected by learning the DD task (RM ANOVA:
effect of group, F1,11= 0.004, P= 0.95; effect of radial distance,
F40,440= 42.1, P < 0.0001; interaction, F40,440= 1.5, P= 0.03; n=
6–7/group). E Immature neurons had a similar number of dendritic
branch points, regardless of task (ANOVA: effect of group, F1,26=
0.3, P= 0.6; effect of DG region, F1,26= 4.1, P= 0.05; interaction,
F1,26= 0.3, P= 0.6; n= 4–13/group). F Immature neurons had a
similar total dendritic length, regardless of task (group x DG region

ANOVA: effect of group, F1,26= 0.002, P= 0.97, effect of DG
region, F1,26= 2.30, P= 0.14; interaction, F1,26= 0.15, P= 0.70, n=
4–13/group). G Sholl analysis of mature adult-born neurons revealed
increased dendritic complexity in the dorsal DG of DD rats compared
to ND rats (RM ANOVA: effect of group, F1,49= 6.0, P= 0.017;
effect of radial distance, F41,2009= 201, P < 0.0001; interaction,
F41,2009= 2.3, P < 0.0001; post-hoc Holm Sidak test: ND vs. DD at
260–290 µm all P < 0.01). H Sholl analysis of mature adult-born
neurons revealed increased dendritic complexity in the ventral DG of
DD rats compared to ND rats (effect of group, F1,34= 4.4, P= 0.04;
effect of radial distance, F41,1394= 137, P < 0.0001, interaction,
F41,1394= 2.0, P= 0.0002; post-hoc Holm Sidak test: ND vs. DD at all
radial distances P > 0.5; n= 14–31/group). I Training on the DD task
increased the number of dendritic branch points in mature adult-born
neurons (ANOVA; effect of dorsoventral subregion, F1,84= 20, P <
0.0001; effect of task, F1,84= 4.5, P= 0.04; interaction, F1,84= 2.3,
P= 0.13; n= 14–31/group). J Training on the DD task increased the
dendritic length of mature adult-born neurons (ANOVA; effect of
dorsoventral subregion, F1,84= 4.8, P= 0.03; effect of task, F1,84=
7.6, P= 0.007; interaction, F1,84= 0.0, P= 0.99; n= 14–31/group).
Bars indicate mean ± standard error. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.
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(Fig. 6D). We also observed distinct patterns of neuronal
activity that depended on the task, cell age and IEG activity
marker. Notably, DD-trained rats consistently showed spe-
cific and preferential recruitment of adult-born neurons in

the ventral DG as compared to ND-trained rats: ventral
neurons that were immature at the time of testing were more
likely to express Zif268 and ventral neurons that were
mature at the time of testing were more likely to express Fos
and Arc (Fig. 6E–J). In addition to DD-specific patterns of
activation, we also observed evidence for specific recruit-
ment by ND training: within the dorsal DG, immature
neurons were more likely to be recruited in ND-trained rats
than in DD-trained rats, as measured by Fos and Arc.
In contrast to the task-specific patterns of activation
within the adult-born population, activity in the putative
developmentally-born population of DG neurons was
equivalent in ND- and DD-trained rats. These results col-
lectively indicate that adult-born neurons are uniquely and
differentially recruited along the dorsoventral axis accord-
ing to task demands. Whereas new neurons in the dorsal DG
are recruited as rats choose between immediately-available
rewards, new neurons in the ventral DG are recruited when
rats decide between immediate vs. delayed rewards.

Discussion

Here we report that adult-born neurons in rats promote the
choice of delayed, larger rewards in an operant decision-
making task. Behavioral changes were specifically due to
loss of newborn neurons because higher rates of delay dis-
counting were also observed in a radiological model of
reduced neurogenesis, and no deficits were observed in
intact transgenic rats that were not treated with valganci-
clovir. Whereas acute stress modulates anxiety and
depression-related behaviors in a neurogenesis-dependent
fashion [6], we did not observe a stress-dependent role for
neurogenesis in the DD task. However, since neurogenesis
regulates responding to chronic stressors [47, 53], it may be
that neurogenesis-deficient animals’ delayed reward pre-
ferences are more susceptible to chronic stress. Notably, new
neurons are needed to associate events over time [54–57],
and so it could be argued that the delay discounting
deficit reflects impaired learning about the temporally-
discontinuous relationship between the high reward lever
choice and reward. This explanation seems unlikely, how-
ever, since TK and IR rats clearly preferred the high reward
lever in the absence of delay, indicating intact knowledge
about the relative value of the two options. Several of our
results implicate ventral newborn neurons in delayed reward
choice. First, blocking neurogenesis severely blunted task-
related IEG activity in the ventral, but not dorsal, DG and
CA3. Second, delay-based decision making restructured
spines along the dorsoventral axis, such that adult-born
neurons in the ventral DG had more mushroom spines
than their dorsal counterparts. Third, delay-based decision
making specifically activated adult-born neurons in the

Fig. 5 Delay-based decision-making restructures spines along the
dorsoventral axis. A Dendritic segments from immature adult-born
neurons (8-week-old at the end of the experiment) in the dorsal and the
ventral DG. Arrows indicate mushroom spines. Scale bar, 5 µm
B Learning the DD task did not alter total spine density in immature
neurons (ANOVA: effect of group, F1,47= 0.7, P= 0.4; effect of DG
region, F1,47= 1.2, P= 0.3; interaction, F1,47= 0.2, P= 0.7; n=
10–15/group). C Whereas mushroom spine density was similar in the
dorsal and ventral DG in ND rats, DD training shifted mushroom spine
density along the dorsoventral axis, such that dorsal immature neurons
had fewer mushroom spines than ventral neurons, and dorsal neurons
from DD rats had fewer mushroom spines than dorsal neurons from
ND rats (ANOVA; effect of task, F1,39= 2.6, P= 0.11; effect of
dorsoventral subregion, F1,39= 0.6, P= 0.4; interaction, F1,39= 11,
P= 0.002; dorsal DD vs. dorsal ND P= 0.008; dorsal DD vs. ventral
DD P= 0.01; n= 9–13/group). D Mature adult-born neurons have
more total spines in the dorsal DG than in the ventral DG (ANOVA:
effect of group, F1,197= 2.0, P= 0.2; effect of DG region, F1,197=
10.2, P= 0.002; interaction, F1,197= 0.02, P= 0.9; n= 22–64/group).
E Learning the DD task did not alter the number of mushroom spines
on mature neurons (ANOVA: effect of group, F1,1912= 0.0, P= 0.95;
effect of DG region, F1,112= 0.02, P= 0.9; interaction: F1,12= 1.2,
P= 0.3; n= 27–40/group). Bars indicate mean ± standard error. *P <
0.05; **P < 0.01.
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ventral DG relative to a control task where rats chose
between immediately-available rewards. Given that impul-
sive decision making is pervasive in psychiatric disorders

[15, 16] our findings identify a specific behavioral function
for adult neurogenesis that has broad implications for mental
health.
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Neurogenic and hippocampal functions in delayed
reward choice

While the hippocampus is commonly understood in terms
of its role in memory for the past, particularly episodic
memory, one of the primary functions of memory is to
promote adaptive future behavior [58, 59]. Indeed, a com-
mon ‘core’ network, which includes the hippocampus, is
recruited during the construction of both past and possible
future events [60] and damage to the medial temporal lobe
produces profound deficits in re-experiencing of past
experiences and “pre-experiencing” possible future events
with episodic detail [26]. Furthermore, electrophysiological

recordings confirm that hippocampal neurons process
information that is relevant for choices about the future:
place cell firing patterns are modulated by goals [61] and
reflect future choices in navigational [19, 20, 22, 62] and
delay discounting [63] tasks. Indeed, in both humans
[27, 28] and rodents [29–31], damage to the hippocampus
leads to impulsive decision making in delay discounting
tasks. Accordingly, it is intuitive that adult hippocampal
neurogenesis would regulate future-oriented decision mak-
ing. To our knowledge, our findings are the first to identify
a specific subpopulation of hippocampal neurons that is
critical for preferring future rewards. One recent study
found that a subset of DG neurons display reward-specific
firing and trigger future-oriented spatial signals in down-
stream CA3 [21]. While the identity of these cells was not
confirmed, our work suggests that adult-born neurons may
play such a role, since they were uniquely activated by
decisions involving future rewards.

Our observation that neurogenesis-related changes were
primarily observed in the ventral hippocampus aligns with
theories about functional differentiation along the dorso-
ventral axis. Much work on the role of the hippocampus in
future-oriented choice comes from human studies, which
implicate the anterior hippocampus (homolog of the rodent
ventral hippocampus) in scene construction functions that
could support episodic representation of future experiences
[64]. Evidence from humans and rodents indicates that
ventral/anterior hippocampal representations tend to be
coarse [65, 66], and may therefore provide gist-like con-
textual information [67–69] that could serve as a scaffold
for guiding choices about immediate vs. future rewards. For
example, ventral hippocampal neurons display a general-
ized context signal [70] and are necessary for rats to use
contextual information to choose the correct cue to receive a
reward [71]. Possibly, in the DD task, adult-born neurons
perform a related function and enable rats to envision the
immediate context that will result from choice of the small
reward lever and the future context that will result from
choice of the large reward lever, thereby improving dis-
crimination and encouraging choice of the larger reward.
Such a function would be consistent with new neuron
functions in context discrimination [72, 73], and evidence
that they promote context-specific ensemble codes in CA3
[74]. Given direct anatomical connectivity, the ventral
hippocampus is ideally situated to communicate temporal
context signals to the prefrontal cortex, which may then
interact with the dorsal hippocampus to “fill in the details”
about these two possible experiences and guide a decision
[67, 75]. Finally, ventral hippocampal signals related to
context and reward may also support delayed reward choice
via interactions with the nucleus accumbens [76], given the
critical role of the accumbens in weighing costs and benefits
associated with competing choices [77].

Fig. 6 Specific recruitment of adult-born neurons during delay-
based decision making. A Experimental design for measuring activity
in immature and mature neurons as rats perform the DD and ND tasks.
B Confocal images of an adult-born BrdU+ cell expressing Fos and
Arc (mature group, 12 weeks old at the end of the experiment).
C Confocal images of an adult-born neuron expressing Zif268
(immature group, 8 weeks old at the end of the experiment). Scale
bars, 20 µm. D During behavioral testing (ND and DD animals
pooled), mature adult-born neurons were recruited at higher rates than
immature adult-born neurons and the putative developmentally-born
neuronal population, specifically for Zif268 (effect of cell population,
F2,132= 15, P < 0.0001, cell population x IEG interaction, F4,132= 9.5,
P < 0.0001; post hoc Holm Sidak tests: mature vs. immature and
overall populations both P ≤ 0.0001; Zif268 expression in mature vs.
immature and overall populations both P < 0.0001; Fos and Arc
expression comparisons across cell populations all P > 0.7; n= 7–8/
group). E–M IEG expression in DG neuronal populations. E Immature
neurons were more likely to express Zif268 in the ventral hippo-
campus during the DD task (RM ANOVA: effect of task, F1,13= 6.5,
P= 0.003; effect of dorsoventral subregion, F1,13= 20.2, P= 0.0006,
interaction, F1,13= 14.4, P= 0.002; post hoc Holm Sidak tests: ventral
DD vs. ventral ND, P= 0.001; ventral DD vs. dorsal DD P= 0.0002;
n= 7–8/group). F Immature neurons were more likely to express Fos
in the dorsal hippocampus during the ND task (RM ANOVA: sub-
region x task interaction, F1,13= 5.0, P= 0.04; Kruskal Wallis test
P= 0.009; post hoc Dunn’s test: dorsal ND vs. ventral ND and dorsal
DD both P < 0.05; n= 8/group). G Immature neurons were more likely
to express Arc in the dorsal hippocampus during the ND task (RM
ANOVA: subregion x task interaction, F1,13= 4.6, P= 0.05; Kruskal
Wallis test: P= 0.01; Post hoc Dunn’s test: dorsal ND vs. ventral ND,
P= 0.01, dorsal ND vs. dorsal DD, P= 0.07; n= 8/group). H Mature
neurons did not display any task specific expression of Zif268 (RM
ANOVA: effect of task, F1,13= 0.5, P= 0.5; effect of subregion, F1,13=
2.3, P= 0.15; interaction, F1,13= 0.4, P= 0.5; n= 8/group). I Mature
neurons in the ventral hippocampus were more likely to express Fos in
DD rats than in ND rats (RM ANOVA: task x subregion interaction,
F1,14= 7.4, P= 0.01; Kruskal Wallis test: P= 0.01, Post hoc Dunn’s
test: DD ventral vs. ND ventral P= 0.006; n= 8/group). J Mature
neurons in the ventral hippocampus were more likely to express Arc in
DD rats than in ND rats (RM ANOVA: task x subregion interaction,
F1,14= 6.2, P= 0.02; Kruskal Wallis test: P= 0.01, Post hoc Dunn’s
test: DD ventral vs. ND ventral P= 0.005; n= 8/group). K–M The
superficial DAPI+, putative developmentally-born, population of DG
neurons was not differentially recruited during DD testing (for all IEGs,
all main effects and interactions P > 0.3; n= 8/group). mol, molecular
layer, gcl, granule cell layer. Bars indicate mean ± standard error. *P <
0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.
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Recent work questions whether adult-born neurons
influence behavior directly via enhanced excitability and
plasticity, or indirectly via effects on other cell populations
[78]. While it is unlikely that these 2 possibilities are
entirely exclusive of one another, our immediate-early gene
experiment in TK rats clearly indicates that blocking
neurogenesis alters activity in non-neurogenic DG-CA3
populations. Our finding that TK rats had reduced activity
fits with some previous observations from neurogenesis-
deficient animals [79] but conflicts with other studies that
found elevated activity [47, 80, 81]. The direction of this
modulatory effect may depend on the amount of activity in
adult-born neurons, where low vs. high levels of activity
lead to inhibition vs. excitation of other DG neurons
through monosynaptic connections [82]. For example,
medial perforant path inputs may highly activate adult-born
neurons which, in turn, excite other granule neurons [82].
Thus, when neurogenesis is disrupted, the hippocampus
becomes disengaged during delayed reward choice. While
the medial entorhinal cortex has yet to be implicated in DD
behavior, its involvement is plausible given that it provides
the hippocampus with contextual information that could be
critical for envisioning immediate vs. delayed outcomes
[83]. It remains unclear why we only observed reduced
activity in the ventral DG, but this could result from dif-
ferential innervation from the entorhinal cortex [84] or other
regions including prefrontal, amygdalar or hypothalamic
areas [85].

Differential recruitment of DG neurons by reward-
based decision-making

Adult-born neurons mature in a systematic fashion, and
possess a high level of structural and physiological plasti-
city during an immature critical period [86]. In particular,
cells that are ∼4 weeks old display greater long-term
potentiation [87] and may be particularly critical for hip-
pocampal memory retrieval [88]. We therefore hypothe-
sized that rats might rely on the plasticity afforded by these
cells to generate adaptive responses in the DD task. On the
other hand, we reasoned that more mature neurons may also
play an important role, given that they receive stronger
cortical inputs [89] and yet still possess significant potential
for plasticity [90, 91].

Delay-based decision making induced specific patterns
of morphological plasticity depending on the age of the cell.
Mushroom spine plasticity was selective for ventral imma-
ture neurons that were 3–8 weeks-old during DD training,
which is when neurons undergo the highest rates of spi-
nogenesis (10x spine and 14x mushroom spine increase
from 2 to 7 weeks of cell age [91]). Conversely, dendritic
growth was observed in mature neurons that were 7–12
weeks-old during training, which is when adult-born

neurons undergo a later wave of dendritic development
[91]. That dendritic growth occurred well beyond the tra-
ditional critical window indicates that new neurons possess
a long-term reserve of structural plasticity that may be
harnessed to optimize reward behaviors, similar to what has
been described for spatial learning-induced plasticity [90].

The results of our IEG-activity mapping experiment pro-
vide convergent evidence that adult-born neurons in the
ventral dentate gyrus are preferentially recruited by the DD
task, but suggests that there may be functional differences that
depend on cell age. Compared to animals that chose between
immediately-available rewards, immature adult-born neurons
in the ventral hippocampus upregulated Zif268 expression
when rats were given the delayed option. In contrast, mature
adult-born neurons selectively increased Fos and Arc
expression. This pattern mirrors findings that immature adult-
born neurons (3w-old) rely on Zif268 for maturation [92] and
can express it at high levels [93], but tend to express Fos and
Arc at older ages [94] (6w). However, this cannot fully
explain our results because, by the end of the experiment,
immature neurons were 6+ weeks-old and therefore fully
capable of expressing IEGs. One intriguing possibility is that,
since different IEGs can tag functionally-distinct ensembles of
DG neurons [95], immature and mature cohorts of adult-born
neurons are contributing to distinct processes during delay-
based decision-making.

In addition to the relatively nuanced differences between
immature and mature neurons, we observed more funda-
mental differences between neurons born at different stages of
life. Whereas dorsoventral activity patterns in adult-born
neurons differentiated between the ND and DD tasks,
superficially-located, and therefore likely developmentally-
born [42], neurons were equally recruited. This suggests that
adult-born neurons may have a privileged role in delay-based
decision making and it adds to a growing body of evidence
that DG neurons born at different stages of life have distinct
functional properties [91, 96–99] (reviewed in [100]).

In contrast to the ventral activation of newborn neurons in
the DD task, our data also points to a potential role for dorsal
neurogenesis in reward processing. In particular, immature
neurons in the dorsal DG were preferentially activated by the
ND task, where rats simply had to choose between small and
large immediate rewards. In contrast to proposed roles for the
ventral/anterior hippocampus in future event construction,
activity in the dorsal/posterior hippocampus is often asso-
ciated with elaboration of episodic details and immediate
perceptual processes [64]. While neither neurogenesis (here
and previous reports [12, 101]) nor the hippocampus [102] is
required for simple reward discrimination, this suggests that
immature neurons in the dorsal hippocampus are particularly
sensitive to details and/or choices about immediately-
available rewards. Such a role could enhance learning about
immediately-available uncertain rewards [14] and it could
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regulate motivation to obtain both natural rewards [12] and
drugs of abuse [3, 4].

Collectively, these data point to potentially com-
plementary roles for adult-born neurons in different types of
reward behavior. While our data primarily implicate ventral
neurogenesis in delay-based decision making, we did
observe reduced Zif268 expression in dorsal CA3c of TK
rats. Thus, neurogenesis may also regulate DD behavior via
dorsal CA3 networks, which would be consistent with
evidence that the dorsal hippocampus also promotes choice
of delayed rewards [102]. It will therefore be important for
future studies to investigate how different cohorts of neu-
rons, born at different stages of life, work in concert to
support future-oriented choices.

Future reward preference as a trans-disease
function for neurogenesis

The list of psychiatric disorders that may be impacted by
neurogenesis spans mood disorders [103], schizophrenia
[104], addiction [105, 106] and Alzheimer’s disease [107]. A
major challenge has been to identify how neurogenesis can
contribute to such a diverse range of disorders [1]. Since most
psychiatric disorders involve disruptions to a variety of cir-
cuits, it is clear that hippocampal neurogenesis cannot account
for the full range of symptoms of any single disorder. Our
approach to this problem was inspired by the NIMH Research
Domain Criteria project (RDoC) [2], which aims to identify
the neural basis of specific behavioral processes that are dis-
rupted in, and across, traditionally-defined psychiatric dis-
orders. Indeed, delay discounting is a construct within RDoC
[108], and it is dysregulated in many conditions that are
associated with neurogenesis impairments, including aging
[109], schizophrenia [110], addiction [111], and depression
[112]. Thus, by using a translationally-relevant task, we found
that neurogenesis directly regulates a reward behavior that
goes awry in a substantial segment of the population. Since
strategies that recruit the hippocampus promote choice of
advantageous delayed rewards [23, 28], our data identify
neurogenesis as a potential therapeutic target for reducing
impulsive choice and fostering better decisions.
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